
Creativity Camps



Streetz Ahead has inspired thousands of 

young people since its founding in 1995 to 

express themselves and build their confidence 

through dance and performance. They do this 

by teaching young people a blend of dance, 

rap, and music in a creative, supportive and 

inclusive environment. 

Streetz Ahead Dance Academy

Hello! Great!Introduction
What are the Creativity Camps? 

 Throughout August, young people aged 8-14 came together at Alexandra 

Palace for a series Creativity Camps called From the Streets to speak out 

about environmental issues and concerns. Each week the young people 

heard from climate activist Michalle Meola about the problems facing the 

planet and what small things they could do to make a big difference to the 

environment. Using a range of historically ‘urban artforms’ in the fields of 

street arts, street fashion and design, spoken word and street dance, the 

young people made original artwork in Alexandra Palace’s beautiful park. 

Hence the title From the Streets!

Welcome to Creativity Camps... ONLINE! 

With daily opportunities for young people to learn new skills, hone old ones 

and get creative.  Each day we’ll release another film and/or 

information pack from the artist who took part over the summer.  

So this is your chance to get involved!



Playing games
Performing Dance Making a film

STREET DANCE with Streetz Ahead
Creativity Camps

Over the summer Streetz Ahead worked with budding dancers to create a street dance 

performance about climate change, as well as . . . 



ACTIVITY WORKSHEET with Streetz Ahead
Street Dance Workshop

Lets hear from Streetz Ahead 
choreographer and dancer Zak

For the Streetz Ahead Creativity Camp we looked at the 

harmful impact of global warming on the natural world.  

The young people taking part were asked to choreograph 

dance sequences using the natural world (Alexandra Park) 

as inspiration or even just as a creative environment to let 

their imaginations fly!  

 
This resource pack shows you some playful ways to spark 

your imagination with activities which help develop your 

own dances moves and choreographic phrases.

Thanks..!

What's it all 
about?

Tell us Zak!

Zakarius Harry



Wow!

Beautiful!

Bravo! 
        Bravo!

Inspiration from nature 

 

The natural world has always been a source of 

inspiration for artists, from the great painters 

of the past, Think of Monet’s water lilies 

or Turners seascapes to the contemporary 

environmental sculptor Antony Goldsworthy.

Goldsworthy has moved beyond using 

nature as endless inspiration to creates huge 

pieces of land art in the environment, using 

all natural objects such as pebbles, twigs, 

branches, pine cones, mud, leaves and petals.

pebbles

branches

leaves

Here are some 
examples of 

Goldsworthy’s art 
using branches, 

leaves and pebbles.

Let’s get some 
inspiration



Use recycled 

 paper if you can!

Look out!

Bravo! 
        Bravo!

Just plane talking!
 

Here’s a fun playful activity to get you 

thinking and talking about climate  

change and the natural world.  

Now, it’s  
activity time

To start, lets make  
a paper plane

In our Creativity Camp 
paper planes were used in 
our dance as a symbol of  

carbon emissions.

Have fun!
 Now think about the pollution in the world,  

and your own carbon footprint. 

 

Then write a message on the plane describing 

 how you feel about pollution.
 

Finally, with a friend or family member, 

 fly the messages to each other.  

Read them allowed and see what  

conversation it sparks.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3That was close!



get your freak on!
 

It’s important to let go of any inhibitions when dancing,  
and not to over think it and just enjoy it.  So here’s a very  

simple exercise to help you with this.

 •Find somewhere you feel most comfortable  
your bedroom perhaps! 

 •Play your favourite song and  just dance!
Dance like no one else is there.   
Dance like you just don’t care.

It’s that simple - have fun! 

Time to 

Lets go crazy  
and let go!

Cheeeewn!

How about
the BEEgees!

YES!
You should 

be dancing!!!

What's your 

favourite song 

to dance to?

Yeeeaahhh!

Let's Dance!



Dance tutorial

Lets press play to

start watching 
the video!

Great!Now lets learn a dance sequence. 
 Watch this video with Zak to get started.

I'm excited!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwU9qA20m24&feature=youtu.be


Using text to inspire 
choreography 

 
Find the biggest tree in your local park 

& sit under it with a notebook
 

Start by looking at the tree in more detail – look up close at  
the texture of the bark, the spaces between the leaves,  

and the creepy crawlies and insects that live there.   

Look out into the distance, and explore the view from different  
vantage points, for example doing a head-stand against the tree,  

laying down or looking through your fingers.

Now grab your notebook  
Write what comes into your mind for exactly 5 minutes.

Zak wrote: 

 Wind rustling, dabbled sunlight reflecting  
like tiny mirrors, dogs chasing their tails, jogging,  

beetles scrambling in the in the mud, branches swaying.

Now circle five phrases or  
words that interest you.

 
Look out for ‘doing’ words like ‘jogging’, ‘running’, or circling’ as 

they express action which is great for dance. Next make a physical 

gesture, movement or action to represent each word. Put these 

movements together and hey presto you have the beginnings  

of a dance sequence.

What do you 
see?

Look closely!

Butterflies 
fluttering!

Nice!



Dance improvisation

Working in groups 

If you are working through this resource with 
friends and family, you could try using improvisation 

to have some fun and as a tool to develop new 
performance material.

In a group of 3 or 4 people follow my rules to 
structure the improv. (Dance improv always has 

rules – even if it’s a rule NOT to have rules!).

       Rule 2
You can use TWO extracts from 

my dance sequence or one of your 

own. Only TWO. You must NOT use 

the whole sequence and just keep 

repeating it.
 

Rule 1

Finally

Rule 4

 Dance in 
the space

 Watch from the side     Rule 3
Copy someone else – you 

can also exaggerate what 

you are copying by making 

the movement bigger.

 
   Rule 5
Make sounds with your voice 
(sounds, not words, words are 

not allowed).

Find a space outside and film one  
minute of your dance improvisation. 

Let's do this!

Have fun!

We would love  

to see your videos!

You rule!

I'm observing 
rule four!

Bzzzzzz
          bzzzzzz!

Don’t forget to record your flim, we  

would love to see them! You can send videos to

learning@alexandrapalace.com



Look inside your lunch box! Is there any single 

use plastic you can avoid using in furute.  

For example crisp packets, cling film and  

sweetie wrappers.

Think Green!
Bye!

See you next time

Don't forget to  

           send us your films.

That was fun!.

A Big Thanks...

Make a small change today Thank you to all the individuals, foundations, 

corporations, and public agencies, whose support 

makes our Creativity Camps possible.  
 

Now get creative and campaigning! We’d love to  

see what you make - please send your film to  

learning@alexandraplace.com

STREET DANCE with Streetz Ahead
From The Streets
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